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**Synopsis**

Little Harmonic Labyrinth, 18 Chorale Preludes and Several Fugues and Short Trios. The comb binding creates a lay-flat book that is perfect for study and performance.
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**Customer Reviews**

The Kalmus editions are reproductions of the 19th century Bach Gesellschaft edition. Because of these, there are some (not many) note errors, the ordering of pieces is not up-to-date, and there is some alto clef. However, if you are looking for an inexpensive edition of the Bach organ works that is fairly decent I would highly recommend this edition.

This is a very unique book. The layout of the music makes it seem as if it has 2 books in One! ie. worth the money. The first half consists of the difficult Fantasia and Fugue in a- minor, a fugue in G-Major. The strange "Little Harmonic Labyrinth" (Bach's ONLY) a non-tonal piece. The frollicing Fuga et G-Major "JIG", Fugue in D-Major. A concerto in G-Major(571) and the one in Es (E-flat) Major. Trios in G, c, and G. Plus the Delightful Aria in F-Major. The "SECOND BOOK" consists of 18 questionable chorale preludes by Bach.
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